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SUMMARY

The research reported here is the final phase of a

ng term effort to develop a Work-Relevant Attitudes

Inventory WRAI for use in diagnosing the needs of in-

dividuals and evaluating the.effectivenessof manpower

programs. In early studies items were identified which

differentiated between criteriqaprOups. From the ini-

tial 72 items, 26 were selected for use. in the current

0studies, and arranged into three scaled, Optimism, Self-
confidence, and Unsocialized Attitudes.

The .WRAI was then used in two longitudinal studies:
`(a) a study of out-of-school Neighborhood Youth Corps

= (NYC) programs in four cities involving 502 subjects

And in which the WRAI was administered three times, and

(b).a study of the second.demonstration of a New Educa-

tionaL Program (NAP -2) in five manpower programs invol-

ving 526 subjects.

Results indicated that the WRAI was able to differen=

tiate between subjects making a "good" and a "poor" adjust-
ment to work and that the change in WRAI scoresPwhile

partFipating in the NYC program was in positive direct

tion for subjects making a'"good." adjustment to work, and"

negative for subjects making a "poor" adjustment. WRAI,

scores were also found to be associated with the counse-
lor's rating of the subject's interest in an educational

program, of the usefulness of t a program, and with

achievement test scores in read g\And mathematics.

Test.-retest correlations ith the two administrations

over a year apart were in the .60's fot total WRAI scores.

SinCe there was measurable change in scores 'between the

two administrations, it.can be.expected that. the correlations

would have been 'sUbstantially higher if the time span be-

tween administrattiona had been shorter.

It was concluded that the WRAI had demonstrated its
S

potential use as a measure ofprogram effectiveness and

as a.help in diagnosing the needs of new program. participants/

4
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ir rig MEASUREMENT OF WORICv:HELEVANT ATTITITIYES--

Back4round ! B

This' paper reports. the final phaSes- in the devel-

opment of a.Work-RelevantsAttitudes IhventOry (WRAI) .

Early developmental wok was reported 0 the Manpower
. Adminiitration in October, 1970.1

Thework on the development of the inventory began,

after_a review of the research literature, with the se-
lection of a .pool' of 72 items. These items were admin-

istered to 89 out-c4-school Nei 'jhborhood Youth Corps ,

(NYC) enrollees in Cincinnati and to 78 New Career en-,
rollees in Durham. Performance ratings,were obtained

from counselors for each subject. A factor analysis. of

110 thej2items produced three interpretable factors: Op-
,

timism, Se,lf-confidence and Unsocialized attitud4S. The

working hypotheses as to the meaning of the three factors
were:

1. Optimism --The degree to which the individual -

. assumes that the intentions of other people a-

benevolent and that satisfactions can be expected'

in the naturalcourge Of events.

2. Self - confidence --The degree to which the indi-

vidual-believes that he can by his own actions in-

fluence fdture events.

3. Unsocialized attitudes- -The degree to whicth the

individual fails to accept the requirements of social

living.

1Regis H. Walther, The Measurement of Work-Relevant
Attitudes (Springfield, Virginia: National Technical
Information Service,, 1970, NTIS #1431959i26).
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The items were then grouped into three scaleS

designed to measure these variables. An item was,irr'

cluded in a scale if ,its content appeared to be related

to the hypothesis for the scale, if it/loaded signifi-

cantly On the reIevant factor, and if it differenil

between criteria groups.

A revised inventory of 34 items was prepared for Use

in further dd*elopmental work. Items were added or re-

written to improve their quality, and imeff9ctive items

were eliminated. The revised inventory was administered

to three out-of-school 'groups (NYC, New Careers, and '' ,
delinquents) and four in-school groups (NYC in-school

enrollees, and students in an urban high school, an inner
,./

city,high school, and a vocational urb'ap high school).

The inventory differentiated on the basis of sex, race,

and school status with the largest proportion of the .

variance associated with school status. A factor analysis

of the items suiPorted the previous conclusion that
,

Optimism, Self-confidence, and Unsocialized Attrides were

three important underlying dimensionSI

Ten items from the inventory wgre indluded in an

interview schedule administered to 306 black4male high

k school dropouts interviewed apprmilmately,two and one-half"
ti

years after dropping out of school. A composite, score

developed from thd items was found to differentiate in th

expected direction 'between- subjects making a "good and

. a "poor" 'adjustment to work.

The full 34-it inventory was t1 used in a ion-

> gitudinal study of NY and New Career Infollees, with the

inventory being administered at the time oc enrollment and

p rformance ratings being secured six months to a year af-

,2r enrollment. The results were ambiguous. In general,

differences in the predicted direction were found for

females but not for males.

The inventory was then revised a second time on the
- basis of the analysis of the items and reduced to 26 items
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for .use inthe Studied being reported in this paper.

Purpose' 0

'TAe purpose of the research. reported In this paper

was to examine further-the-validity of the *RAT; to

analyze more <ata in order to see whether the WRAI was

associated, as expected,.with independent measures' of

performance.

The value of the WRAI as a tool for program admin-

istrators hinged on the results of this validation re-

search. If the results indicated WRA1 validity, this

short, self-report instrument could provide thedmin-

istrators of training programs with a useful, easy7to-

Ts-,,:_use method that. would be helpful in

1. Diagnosing,sothe of the needs of new particip

2. Planning participation; and

3. Evaluating or estimating program effec

Study Design

The effectiveness of tie Work-Relevant At

Inbentory in'predicting criteria of program effectiveness

was researched letwo independent studies. The first was

a loh4itudinal dtudy-of out -of- school,- Neighborhood Youth

Corps enrollees in four cities; and the second was a

longitudinal study of.students in an experimental educar

tibn program in five sites. 'The.research design of both

studies Inclkviled the WRAI.

In the NYC study, a study group of approxiiately

125 in-each site (Atlanta, Baltimore, Cincinnati, and

St. Louis) was constituted in 1970 by including every new

enrollee after a elected date until the desired number

was reached. The composite group totaled 502 subjects.

The WRAI was administered in its entirety at the time the

subjects enrolled in the program and as part of the 1st

follow-up interview condu4ed severalmonths after they

had terminated. A shortened version, dbmposed of 13 items,

was administered as.part of the 2nd follow-up interview

a little over a year later. Subjects participated in the

NYC program an average of about ten months, and the time

7
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an between'time of entering the,program and time of 2nd'

foll up interview was over two and a half years. Use-

ful responses to the WRAI were obtained from 498 sUbects

at time of intake,.from 306 'subjects a %time of 1st
, -

follow-up.interviewl, and from 353 subjects at the 'time

of the 2ndfollaw-up interview.

The second study used an abbreviated 12-item.form

of the WRAI as part of the intake interview for fie pro-_

grams participating i6 a second New Education Program

(NEP-2) demonstration project which involved adolescent

and adult academic underachievers.2 Thebe stUdentswere
located 4 five sites, as follows:

1. A maximum and a minimum security youth correc-

tionalinstitution in Contra Costa Couptyls,Califor-

nia. 4The total number of subjects at the two facil-

ities Was 196.

2. The MDTA Skills Center in Pacoima, California,

94 subjects..

3. An out-of-school NYC program in Long Beach, Calif.,

92 subjects.

4. An out-of-school NYC program in Spokane, Wash.,

95 subjects.

5. A dropout-prone class in. Aviation High School,

Redondo Beach, Calif., 49 subjects.

The total number of NtP-2 subjects was 526. The study

lasted approximatley a year and ratings on attributes of, *

the subject's interest and progress in the prograM were

1St. Louis subjects had to be eliminated from the
sample due to faulty. administration by the interviewer.
This study is reported in Regis H. Walther and Margaret'
L. Magnusson, A Longitudinal Study of Selected Out-of-
School NYC-2 Programs in Four Cities (WAhirigton, D.C.
Manpower Researdh Projects,, 1975).

2Thispstudy is reported in Regis H. Walther and
Kargaret R. Magnus/son, A Study of the Effectiveness of the
Graham Associates' Demonstration Projealt. on Education
Programming in Manpower Training Projects 1WaShingtop, D.C.:
Manpower Research Projects, 1975).

8
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made at intake, at termination, and at month113 inter-

vals while they were participating in the program.

Fichidvement tests in reading and mathematics were ad-

ministered at intake and at intervals of three months.

The Inn: studs,
t .

The major objective of the Work-Relevant Attitude

part of this study was to investigate the predictive

,validity q'f the WIRAI with respec't,to the quality of

work experience, 'Efforts were made to locate and inter=
T,,,

view all the 502 sub'ects included in the study. Ifa
subject had held a,Jj1ob since "terminating from the NYC,

7 .

effortn, were made to obtain a report from his employer

on the type, extent, and quality of ht work. Based on

the ava4ab1e information, a rating was made on a scale

of 1 to 4 of how well the subject had adjusted to work.

Subjects whbse records indicated that they had not

been in the world of Work to any appreciable extent

(subjects in school, traininc programs, the Famed Forces

and husband-supported housewives without work experitnce)

were eliminated from consideration, as were a few subjects

whose records were incomplete or unclear. In all, 372

subjects could be rated and were placed in one of the
,

four following categories:

1. Good work adjustment. Subject currently in full

44time job which paid at least $2.50 per hoUr (for

'males) or $2.00 per hour (for females). Subjects in
r

this category maintained an employed status while

in the civilian labor f6rce., and received "adequate"

or better performance ratings from their employers.

2. Fair work adjustment. Subject had maintained

employed status for a substantial portion of the

period of his labor force participation, but there

were one or more deficits in his employment. Def-

icits included current unemployment or current part

time employment, substandard rates of pay, and mar-

ginal U'Ork performance ratings from Employers.

3. Minimal work aajusstment. Subject had some

164
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oessful experience with work,'but most of the

measures, indicate a poor adjustment. to work.

4. Poor work adjustment. Subjects in this cate-.

gory 1%d worked but their job performance had beeh

unsatisfao bry, or -they liad not 'kept their jdb

long enougjh for their performance to be evaluated

and did not have alternate sources of support.

This category aliso included subjects whose first

interviews indicated poor work adjustment and who

could not be located for their second interviews,

as well as subjects who had been in jail most of

the time since leaving the NYC.

The WRAI was'initially scored by simple addition

or subtra&tion of the items to create a compbsite score.

The decision whether to add or dubtract was made on the

basis of the'direction in which the items discriminated

between the criterion groups in the earlier study. The

first step in the analysis was to compare the good ad..:

justment group (category 1) with'the poor adjustment

group (category 4). WRAI scores were ound to be signi-

ficantly correlated with outcomes at all three adminis-

trations. Tabld 1 reports the results for the adminis-

tration at time Of enrollment. Forty-itren percent of the

"good" group were in the upper range of scores compared

with 20 percent, of the "poor" group. The scores were more

predictive for females than.for males.

Table 1 Work-Relevant Attitude Inttentory Scores at Time
of Enrollment and Outcomes by Sex,

Males Females , Total
WRAI scores Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor

N=29 N=84 ,N=20 N=124 N=49 N=208

High 38% 15% 60%. 23% 47% 20%
Medium 35 49 40 54 37 524
Low 27 36 0 23 16 28
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

10



The association of WRAI scores and outcomes evident

in the'analysis of the intake data increSsed,in the second

and third administration (see Table 2).

Table 2
A

Work-Relevant Attitudes at Times .of lat And 2nd -
Follow-up Interview and Outcomes by Sex A

WRAI scores Males Females
. Good Poor, Good Poor Goad Poor

Total .

1st follow -up interview N=26 N=51 .N=18 N=78 N=42 N=129
High' 46% 14% 83% 13% 61% 13%
Medium , 46 47 11 53 32. 50
Low ' 8 39 6 34 7 37
Total 100% t00% l00% l00% l00% l00%

2ndpfollow-up interview N=27 N=55 N=15 N=95/ N=42 N=150.
High 48% 26% 53% 13% 50% 17%
Medium 41 35 33 30 38 32
Low 11 40 13 57 12 51
Total 100% 101% 99% 100% 100% 4 100%

- o

The' WRAI was designed both as a potential diagnostic

instrument for use with individuals and as a possible measure

of program effectiveness. In the NYC study, .tht,second ad-

ministration of the WRAI occurred when most subjects had

been out of the NYC for several months. Comparisons of second

administration results with those of the initial administra-

tion indicated that significant positive attitudinal change

occurred in the "good" group;,while, in the "poor" group

negative attitudinal change occurred (see Table 3). Coirt-

parisons of second and third administrations of the Work-

Relevant Attitude Inventory showed no significant attitudinal

change. It should be noted that most!'of the time between

Table 3 Average Change in Work-Relevant Attitudes Score*
between Time 1 (Intake) and Time 2 (first follaw-
up interview) by Outcomes and Sex

Males Females Total
Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor
N=25 N=50 N=18 N=77 N=43 N=127-

Mean change score 2.72 -.40 1.83 -1.33 2.35. -.96
Standard deviation 5.65 7.86 7.41 .5.45 6.38 6.49
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the first and second administration was spent parti-

cipating in the NYC program.

The anarysi p to this point has been'based'on a

comparison of ca egory 1 (the "good" group) and category

4 (the "poor" group). When the analysis was extended to

all four categories of work quality it waspfound th'it

the WRAI predicted better for females than for males and

that the correlations were higher for the second and

third administrations than for the first (see Table 4).
All but one of the correlations were statistically signi-
ficant. The highest correlation was .44 for the 148 fe-

males who took the WRAI during the-second administration.

Table 4 Correlation Between the WRAI and Outcomes At
Times of Administration by Sex

Males Females Total
. Time of Administration N R. IT R N R

First /64 .-12 204 .26 368 .18
Second 117 .31 148 .44 265 .38
Third 134 .18 174' .36 308 .28

The apparently greater predictive power pf the WRAI

for the quality of work adjustment of'female subj'ects

could be explained by differences in the kinds of work

available to male and female suhjecek. A review of the

job experiences of,male subjects indicated that they

could get casual "secondary labor market jobs" that paid

$2.59, or more, an hour much more easily than cpuld

females. Casual work for females, such as baby sitting

or other domestic services, usually paid much less and

might be unacceptable to the young women included in the

study group. Therefore, it took greater effort for fer-
.

majAs_to obtain good jobs and any success was an indica-

tion of favorable attitudes toward work. For the male

subject'the effective factor in.job adjustmentmight be

job tenure.

The sex-associated differences in WRAI predictive

power resembled differences apparent in some of the de-

0



velopmental work with ttie WRAI "(see Pal, inWhidh the
.., f

WRAI was a better.pretictor-of trainingdprogram perfor-

Mande for females, than for male, trainee's. Teabsence
1 ...,

.

of.any statistically significant relati9nship- ormales_in the

developmental -study may have been iciue td
%.

small sample size.

Conclusionp,'NYC Study
.

,c-
.

The NYC study demonstrated that there,was a signifi-
, , -. .

cant association between WRAI Scores and employ:tent out-
1

comes, and. on the basis of WRAI scores relatively few
c, -

,,

*mistakes would be made in-predicting a subject would fall

into the high group when 'he beAnged in th1e loia or vice-
.

versa.'
'It was alsq found that the Wilk' scores of stbjects

making a'"good" employment' adjustment changedjin a posi-
.

tive direction while they were in the program; while
*it?the scores of subjectsettakingNa "poor" adjustment teed

-to change in a negative direction. %

The NEP-2 Study '

The criterion measures" in the New Education Program

(NEP72) demonstratiottprolect study involved interest and.

performance in an education program.- These measures were:

1. Rating of the student's interest in the program

at the time he entered the class;

2. ,The student's score on 'entry achievement tests;

and

3.- The teacher's rating at time the student termina-

ted how useful the program experience was to the stu-

dent.
4ft

Although NEP-2 studytudy data did not include- 'employment

outcomes and could not, therefore, provide criterion

measures of work adjustment; the NEp-2 criterion measures

were useful in evaluating the validity of the WRAI: Eval-

uation results for these measures are, reported below.

Entry interest rating

WRAI scores were very significantly associated with

entry interest ratings (see Table 5). The possibility of

a serious 'halo effect" should be considered because the'f

interest rating was ma mmediately after the Work-
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Relevant: Attitude questions ware asked. The interviewer

could not hoWever, immediately interpret the,meaning of

the responses because he had no. norms to compare them to.-,(;
A

Tabld 5 Students' Interest inNEP -2 and WRAI Scores at
Time of Entry by Sex.

Males Females ' Total
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Interest
High 99 15.12 3.47 91 16.60 3.32 190 15.83 3.39
Medium 150 12.79 3.27 40 14.58 3.62 190 13.17 3.42
Low 8 11.12 4.21 32 13.76 3.29 110 1.2.90'3.92

Correlation of
interest and /
WRAI (R) .34 .41 / .40

Entry Achievement Tests

Students' entering NEP-2 were tested with wide-range

screening tests id reading (RJS1) and in math (MJS1), both

of which were developed by The Job Corps. Entering students.

were then tested with,the appropriate level of they Stanford
alp.

Achievement Test (SAT) in reading
N\

(paragraph meaning) and.

in math larithmetic computations).

Table 6 lists the correlation between the WRAI items

'the Paragraph Meaning subtest of_the SAT. The last

four items were eliminated and a composite score created
from the other eight items. A highly significant correla-

tion was found for both males' and females between the com-

posite score'and all the achievement.tests. One can only

speculate about the reasons for *the Torrelation. It may be

that academically able pegple develop better attitudes,

because their success with reading and mathematics gives
them more confidence in themselves. Another possibility is,

that students with better "attitudes try harder-and therefore
learn more,,. Or it may be that students who answer attitude

questions in a more sociallyNacceptable manner make more of

an effort on tests and thus get higher scores. In any event,

-these results provide validity evidence for the WRAI since

its scores Were found to correlate with an objective measure
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of performance. The relatively low values of the corre.

lationa coo not detract from the conclusion since many fac-

tors independent of attitude almost certainly'influence

achievement scores.

11(

Table i CorrelatiOn Between WRA,I Items and,Scores.on
the Paragraph Meaning Subteit of the SAT by
Sex

Males Females Total

13 Moatt bosses have it in for
'You '

r. ...28 F -.36 -.34
6 Success is a matter of luck -.27 -.36 -.30
8 The wise person lives for

.;___

today -.25 =.23 --.25

3 You feel you,,have little.
influence '-.22 -.22 -.23

11_ Most people cannot be txus-
ted -.17 --r.30 -.23

22 You get even with people . ,

who wrong you . -.11" -.22
.,
-.19

A Yo4..i are generally enthusi-
astic about nelXplans .05 :27

.13517 YOU feel happy .06 .17 .13

23 Your chances. of being respec-
ted and law abiding are good .05 .11 .11

21 During your spate time, you
have thingyAo do that .you
like doing -.12

12 A. high school education is
\ worth the effort -.07
20 You expect to do well in the

things you try to do .07

/
..02 .08 .

7.09 -.07'

.04 .05

Usefulness rating

The teachers made an evaluation at the time the std=

dent terminated from the program as to its usefulness to

the student. A small but significant correlation was found

indicating that students with high WRAI scores, on th

average, were considered to have gained more from the'

gram than students with low scores (see Table 8).

ti



Table 7

'V 12

Correlations between Achievement Tests and WAAI
Scores, a-c5

Tests

RJS1

MJS1 3

SAT Reading test.

SAT Math test

Males
N=316

'Females
N=4143

Total
N=453

.31

.25 ,

.37

.28

.46

.31

.50

.36

,
.38,

.31

.
.46

- .

, .33

4t Table 8 Iatjng of Usefulness of NEP-2 to the Student an4
WRAI Scores

Usefulness
Rating

Males Females Total )
N :Mean S.D. N Mean S:D, N Mean S.D.

0

Very
useful 128,14.18 1.47 128 16:03 3.4 256 15.11 '3.57
Somewhat g

useful 166 13.21 3.71 39 14.30 3.19 205 13.42 3.64
A waste
of-time 35 12.07 4.65 ,'16 13.89 3.91 51'12.64 4.48

Conclusions, NEIL 2 study

The NEP-2 study deffonsti-4ed that the.WRAI scores

correlatecbsignificantly with a ratihg ofestudent. interest\

a' time of entering NEP-2, yith reading and math achieve-,

ment test scores, at that time, aqd with the teacher's

rating of the usefulness ,of the'NEP-2 talthe.student.

Factor Analysis of the WRAI Items

ca Mn previous studies ;the WRAI was found to have

three.interpretable factors which were named, Optimism,

Sellf-cohiidence, 'and Unsocialized attitudes. A factor'

analysis was conducted on the NYC 1st interview Crime 2)

data, betauSe the scores for this administration corre-

lated best with the work adjustment criterion. The re-

sults of factor analysis yere similar to those of the ea

her study although the,-loading of the' items were not a

gat

)
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high, reflecting, perhaps, more unrefiability.becausp the

data had been collected'by a number of interviewers in four

cities. St. Louis was eliminated because of improper

administration. The following results were based Ch the

responses of 311 subjects:

Factor I

/ Unsocialized Attitudes

11.921. Loading

13 Most bosses have it infor you .55
14 Most' work is'dull and boring .50
11 People cannot be trust pd .46
10 It is hard to get ahead without breaking

the law,- .46
6 Success is a matter of luck; hard work

doesn't help A- .46
-

Jt, 18 Teachers have had it in for you .39
8 A wise person lives for today .36
4 Youdo things you regret- .36
22 You get even with people who wrong you . .32

Factor II
., Optimism

17 You feel happy .

09, .54
5 You don't get much`fun out of life -.44

21 During your spare,.time you ha've something.
to do you, like doing .41

25 You feel .you have been lucky . .38
-24 Your chances for a happy home life are

, .
good .33

2 You believe host people want to help you .3d
26* You have a great."many enemies -.25

19 You feel like a failure
7 You feel as capable and sma t as most

people
23 Your chances of being re petted and law

abiding are good
s'l If you .try hard you 4an succeed,

Factor III

V

7.44

438

.31

.30 A,

It should be noted that tfie item "You have a great
many enemi:es ". loaded positively on the Unsocialized
Attitudes faceor and negatively on Optimism. This-result
was consistent with the underlying concept of both scales.

Nk

j
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Reliability of the WRAI

Since the WRAI was administered three times, it was
fr

postible to estimate its test-retest reliability. The
.2correlation will, of course, be an underestimation be-.

cause of the --long time betieen administrations and the
evidence that subjects changed'differentkally while they.4-

participated in the WYC

lations were reasonably

substantially lower for

Table 9

program. The test-retest corre-

high for the Total Score and

the inqeividual scales (see Table
A

Test Retest Scores for the WRAI Scales
Total Score for Three Administrations

and

OptAmism
Self

Co idence
Unsocial
Attitudes

Total
Score'

Time-1 v. Time 2

`Male .40 .31 .53 .57

Female .38 .67

Total .43 34 .60 .62

Time 2 v. Time 3

Male .26 .25 .54 .54

Female .37 .36 .67 .67

Total .35 .34 .62. .63

Time 1 v. Time 1 )
Male, .26' .27 . .36

Female .30 .24 .46 .48

Total .30' .26 .41 .44

The best estimate of the overall reliability is Time

1 v. Time 2 which is .62 and time 2 V. Tire 3 which is .63.
,ft .

,The Uftsocialized Attitudes scale has almost the same re-
;

10.ability despite the smaller number of items, while the,

Optimism and Self-confidence scales havi significantly lower
reliability. The females showed higher reliability corre-

4 .
lationi than the males, which probably indicates that they

were more conscientious about' tesponding to the question.
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Effectiveness of items

There was a wide range in the effectiveness of the

26 items used in the two studies. Some items were

generally useful, others were useful for some purposes
0

but not for others and a felW items did not correlate with

any of the criterlion measures.

The following five items proved to be the most

effe tive:

- Most bosses haveit in for you and give you a
hard time

- MOst people cannot be trusted

- You feel that you are a failure

- Teachers have had it in for you
you a hard time .0

Yo1.31feel that you have little
things that happen to you

;II

In contrast, the following four

late with any criterion measure:

- A high school education is worth all the time "and
effoft it requires.

7 If you try hard enough, you have .a chance of
'succeeding in whatever you want to do

in the things you try pb do

and have given

influence over the

items did not corre-

- yod expect to do well

- What are your chances of havin9 a happy home a.ife
in the future?

%

The poor items had smaller standard deviations and

the responses were more skewedithan were the good items.

It seems probable, therefore, that these items tended to

elicit stereotyped responses rather than individual ex-

pressions of-Ahe subject's view of himself or of the world.

The good items, on the other hand, apparently reflected

interpersonal relationships and the.individual's feeling

about his own success and impact on the world around him.
o

f

Revision of the WRAI /

was clear from the item analysis that all of the

26 items of the WRAI were not needed either to maintain

a correlation with criterion measures or to maintain re=

liability. A reduction of items to 16 created a shorter

inventory without losing any of the inventory's effective-

I
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The items included in the.new inventory, the orre7
lations of the items with the total scale score, . d the

direction ..Of the scoring are listed below:

ORtimism - Direction

1. Yolf don't get much fun. plus
out of life (.72)
1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

2. You feel happy (-.64k minus
1. almost always ""
2. usually
3. sometimes
4. almost never.

3. In your spare time, you minus
have something to do that
you like to do (-.62)

1. almost always
*"2. usually"

3. sometimes
4. almost never'

4. How many enemies do you plus
feel you have? (.54)
1. a great many
2. some
3. a few
4. almost none

Self- confidence

1. You feel like- failure (.56) plus
1. almost always
2. usually
3. sometimes
4. almost never

2., You feel as capable and minus
smart as mostpeople (-.62)
1. strongly agFee
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

3. You feel you h ve little in- plus
fluence over t e things that
happen to you (. 2)

1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4: strongly disagree

" 0

c
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4

.40

I

A

4. Your chances of becoming
a espectJed and law abiding
meibber of ydur community

1., excellent'
2. reasonably good
3. not very 400
4. very unlikely

minus

UnsociAlized Attitudes

1. Becoming a success is mainly minus
a matter of lupk; hard work
doesn't help.vexy much (-.56)
1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

2. The wise person liyes for today minus
and lets tomorrow take care of °

itself (-.52)
1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

3. It is.hard'to get ahead without 'minus
breaking the law now ana_then (-.58)

1. strongly agree
A 2. somewhat a

3: somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

4. Most bosses have it in for' minus
and give you a hard time (-.63)
1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

5. You get even w h people who minus
you as soon as you can

(-.46)
1. almost'always
2. usually
3. sometimes
4. almost never

f

4

6. Most peo e cannot be trusted minus
(-.53)

1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree
4

VA

0

o
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7. Most work isdull and
boring +-.60)

minus

1. strongly agree
2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree
4. strongly disagree

8. Teachers have had it in minus
for you and have given you
a hard time (-.53)
1. almost always
2. usually
3. sometimes
4. almost never

Conclusions and InXerpretation-

The,,,RkI proved in the reported studies to be an
instrument with considerable promise both for program

evaluation-and for diagnosis of individuals- The data

collection in the NYC study, Which provides most of the
reliability and valid'ty dat, could not be tightly.con-

trolled because of the wide range,of circumstances and
places in which the WRAI was administers.: Nevertheless,
the test- retest correlations were-in the .60's with the

two administrations a year,or more apart. If the time

between testing had veen shorter and if the administration

had been more tightly controlled, the, correlations could
be expected to be substantially, higher.

Thp following guidelines are suggested

WRAI,:

using the

a. Ab a program evaluation tool - Since the WRAI scores

have been shown to be associated with employment outcomes,
and since trainees with "good" outcomes change in a positive
direction and trainees with a "poor /outcome change in-a

regative direction, change in WRAI scores during program

rogram achievement. To

uld neecixto be admin-

paiticipation provides evidence of
1

be used for this purpose the WRAI w

istered-at the beginning and the end of the training program.
b. As a tool for individual diagnosis - The scales of

the WRAI can provide useful information about the initial

attitudes of program participants and can be useful in the
counseling process. If used in this way, however, the WRAI
shou/e not be used by itself, bust only to supplement infor-'

O

('o
(No

ti



mation re

Attitudes

sent time

dence sca

scored by

pages 16

a total

and Self

Standard

which li

outl)of-s

r

ived from other sources. The Unsocialized

scale is, the most dependable scale al. the pre-
,

The support for the Optimism'and Self-confi-

es is more limited, The revised WRAI can be

combining the' items for each scale lidted on

18 through/ addition and subtraCtion dhd computing

core by.adding together the scores for Optimism

confidence and subtradting Untiocialized Attitudes.

scofes can be computed by reference to Appendix E,

is the means and standard deviations of the .

hool NYC sample.
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APPENDIX A

THE WORK -RELVANT ATirITUDES INVENTORY (WRAI)..

Responses to the following items are coded on a 4-
point scale (1=ttrongly agree,.2=soMewhat agree, 3=somewhat.

. disagree, 4=strongly disagree).

1. If you try hard enough, you have a good chance of suc-
ceeding in whatever you want to do,

2. -You believe that, MOst,people want to help you.

3% You feel that you have little influence over the
things that happen to you.1,2

\140
4. You seem to-do things you regret.more often than'
most peop,11.

/7
5.. You don't get mach fun out of life.,

6. Be coming a success is manly a. matter o lUck; hard
work doesn't help very much.1,4

7. You feel that you are as capable and smart as !ost,
people.

8. The wise person lixes for today and lets tomorrow
-take care of itself.'"

9. You would descri yourself as self-confident.
,

10. It is hard to get ahead without breaking the law
now and then.

.11. Most people cannot be trusted.42

12. A high school educaion is worth all the time. and
effort it requires:2

A
1. Item used in the.second follow-up interview, NYC-2.
2. Item used "NEP-2," A Study of the Effectiveness

iof the Graham AsSociatee' Demonstration Project "on Education
" Programming in Manoowei.)Trainincr Projeots

2 4
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13, Most b9sRes have it in for you and give' you a
hatd f

14. Most work lErdull and boring.

15. You are generally enthusiastic about

16. You believe most people look out for

new plans.1,2

themselVes.

Answers to the following questions are coded, on a 4-
point scale (1=almost alwaysf 2=usually, 3=sometimes, 4=
almot never) . )

17. You feel happy, 1,2

18. Teachers,,yave hack it in for you and have given you.
a hard iime.l.

,1%. You fee' that you are a failure.

- 20. You expect to do well in the things you try to do.2

21. During your spare 'Ome, you have-something to do
that you like aoing.'''

22. You qeeven with people who wrong you as soon as
you can. L,4

23. Would you say-that yam. chances of becoming a res-
pected and law-abiding member of your community are:

' excellent, reasonably good, not very good, or very
unlikely? (1=excellent, 4=very unlikeAr)1,2

24. Would-you-say yourtchances of having a Jappy home ,

life in the future are: excellent, reasonably good, not
very good, very unlikely? (1=excellent, 4=very unlikely)

25. How lucky to you feel you have been in your life so
far: very lucky, somewhat lucky, somewhat unlucky,
unlucky? (1=very lucky, 4=unlucky)

'26. How many enemies do you feel you have: a great many,
some, afew, almost none? (1=a great many, 4=almost none)

1. Item used in the second follow-up interview, Nit-2.,
2. Item used in "NEP-2," A Study of the Effectiveness

of the Graham Associates' Demonstration Project on Education.
Programming in Manpower Training Projects.
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Appndix B Comparison) of WRAI Item Responses in "Good"
and "Poor" Work Adjustment' Groups in Three
'Administrations by Sex (NYC-2)

t- v lues
Time Time 2 Time

MALE FEMALE TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL
N,Good N=26 N=19 N=45 N=26, N=18 N=44 N=26 -N=18 N=44
N;Poor N=54 N=83 N=137 N=49 N=79 N=128 N=37 N=68 N=105

-WRAI
ITEM #

1

2
3,
4
5

-.90
-.43
.39

1.55
..43

-1.3S
-1.01
2'.42

2.19
1,40

-1.72-1.37-
- .85-1.89
1.60 4..07
2.44 4.24

1.32.1.28
6 -./0 1.96 .74 .67
7 -.82 -1.22 -1.25 -.52
'8 -.45 .56 -..03 .78
9 .06 .01 - .18 -.39

10 .84 1.54 1.42 1.6S
11 .87 2.83 2,68 .25
12 -.53 -1.68 -1.14 ..57
13 -.34 2.14 .78 3.72
14 1.01 1.32 1.46 1.39
15-1.273.- .83 -1.30 -.26
16-1.20 .45 -,.71 7,.26
17 -.56 -2.02 -1.73 -.51
18 1.77 2.69. 2.78,1.61
19 .34 1.69 2.24
20 -.59 -1.22 -1.27i71.00
21 .26 -1.70 .86 -.18
22 .90 2.01 1.46 1.53
23 -.89 -1.08 -1.0771.96
24 -.78 * .31 - .80=1.38
25-1.70 -2.02 -2.87-1.33
26 ..45 2.96' 2.50 1.82

.02
-1.07
4.34
3.59
1.62
1.76

-2.35
3..3,6

- .69
1.58

.,3.44
1.34
3.25
2.30

- .87
.41

-1.59
3.83
3.17

-1.41
-3.78
2.66
-1.52
- .66
-1.24
2.60

- 1.10
- 2.12
3.71 1.86
2.47
.2-41

rt

1.41 1.64 2.06 2.85
- 1.52
2.96 .50' 4.78 3.58

- .84
1.52,2.01 1.50 2.64
2.44 2.31 2.51 3.92
- .05.
4140 2.95 3.39 4.53
1.91
- .85 -.39 - .78' - .65

0
- 1.50 .15 -3.45 -2.58
3.21-1.03 2. 8 .42
3.84 2.55 3.53 4.57

- 1.62
- 2.57 -.90 -2.42 -2.45
2.58 1.53 2.44 2.36

- 2.27-1.51 -2.70 -3.25
- 1%46
- 1.78
3.31

1Mean responses in "good" and "poor" groups compared
through t-tests. A t-test value of about 2.00 is signi -.
ficant at the 415 level,.2.65 at the .01 level, and 3.40
at the .001 level. A plus means the "good" group scored
higher and minus that the "poor" group scored higher.
6-
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APPENDIX C

Comparison of Mean Change in Responbes to WRAF Items
Between Two 'Administration Intervals) in NYC-2 Study-,
in "Good" and "Poor" Work 4utcome Groups by Sex

c it -test values) .
.

.

IteM All Subjects All Males. All Females
'#: Time. 11,02 Time 2vs3 .Time lvs2 Time 2vs3 Time lvs2 Time 2vS3

q,00O-Pobr Good Poor ac7:)d,Pcsor Good Poor Good'Poor'Good Poor
.

1, 41.14' .13 0-1,29. -1.84 1.15
2 -1.31-5.08 -.21-3.07 -1.80-4,64
3 -2.41 '-;21-1,97-1.16-1.83-1.61-2.45 -.331.68 .32-1.24
4 - .92 -.80 0-1.5'7 -1.46 .3
.5 - .27 .50 -.84- , 0 .68 .66
6 - .24 -,22 .74 3.48 -.42 .32 '0 1.79 .24.-.59-1.32 2.98
7 .1.83 1.48 1.03 2.22 1_, 1.69 2:67'
8 -1.18 2.33 -.34 -.43 -.55, .28 :50 .87- 1.37,2.96 -1.95 .55
9 - .63-2.13 -1.03-1.91 .18-1.18

10 -.13 .19-1.20 1.01 -.61 -.48 -1.04 0.89 1.32 .68 =.62 .56
11 .70 .66- 3.14- 1.77.1.19 .67-4.34-1.18 -.49 .29 -.21-1.31
12 -1.12 -.99 -1.03 -.43 . -.44 -.94

.13 '-2.72 1.81-1.54 -.41-2.43 2.33-1.36-1.57-1.29 .39 -.700 :6
14 .42 1.81 .97 2.00 -.90 .72
15 -.65 1.44-1.23-1.83 .53 2.05 -.94-1.60 .37 -.13 -.81-1.00
16 -2.00-2.37 -2.19-1.92 . -.49-1.47
17 ,,68 .95 .52-1.17 .78 1.29 .21 0 0 .28 .57-1.34
18 -'.87-1.25 -.21-3.93 -.42-1.16 -.24=2.59 -.9D -.71 0-2.95
19 ,-4.16-1:80-1.00'1.16-3.09 -.68-1.14 -.22-2.92-1.69 0 1.45
20 0 -.85 0 -.65 0 -.55
21 .96,4.37 -.44 -:.25 ;17 -.34 '.35 -. 1.46-1.47-1.43 .10

4 22 -1.31 -.68 .42 0 -.89-1.14 .23 .61-1.14 .10 .57 -.42
23 - .23-1.45 .1.78 .49 r 0 -.29 1.4 .96 -,.44-1.95 1.00 -.16
24 .39 -.71 .27 -.49 .27 -.50

,

. 25 - .81 .08 -1.0/ -.67 0 62
26 .63 1.14 -.89 1.11 .32 .52

Between first and second administration (Time 1 v. Time 2),,
and between second and third administration (Time 2 v. Time 3).
See Appendix B for N's and rough interpretation' of t-test values.

O
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APPENDIX D

Means and Standard Deviatiois WRAI Items, Second
Administration,

Item

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

9
1'0

-11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
'21
22
23
24
25
26

f

NYC Study

Means

(N =311)

S.D.

1.17 .44 :4.

1.87 .73
2:68 1.01
2.62 1.09
3.06 1.10
'3.22 1.01
1.75 .90
2.41 1.18
1.82 '.86
2.90 1.14
2.19 1.05
1.40 .78
2.82 1.02
2.68 1.02

)' 1.49 .66
1.74 .91
2.00 .91
1.11 .85
3.31 .72
1.57 .70
2.09 .95

.99
1.93 .68
1.78 .68
2.04 .80
3.04 1.00

28
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APPENDD E

WRAI Scale and Total Score' Means and Standard Devkations
for NYC Sample (N=261)

Means-
Standard
Deviations

Optimism 2.03 2.53

Self-confidence 2.25 2.02

Unsocialized Attitudes -22.14 4.64

Total Sore 26.42 6.82.
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